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Title iO Announces New Vice President of Sales Sheila McGuire
SALT LAKE CITY (October 20, 2020) Title iO Inc., a provider of SaaS automation solutions to the escrow and title
settlement industry today announced Sheila McGuire has joined its leadership team as its new Vice President of
Sales. McGuire has extensive escrow, title and real estate technology experience, and a depth of key industry
relationships. Formerly, she held a wide array of influential positions as corporate trainer, technical
implementation director, and national sales manager with First American Financial Corp.
“We are extremely pleased and honored that Sheila has elected to join the Title iO leadership team,” said Ryan
Whitlock, CEO at Title iO. “Her skillset, passion, and drive are a perfect match for our rapidly growing, innovative
company. Sheila’s deep relationships and knowledge strategically complement our customer focused, growthoriented vision.
“I am excited to be a member of the Title iO leadership team and further expand my capabilities given my
extensive knowledge of the Real Estate Settlement (RES) industry,” echoed McGuire. “I am thrilled to be able to
lead sales efforts that bring the industry’s most intuitive, holistic software solutions to the Real Estate
Settlement marketplace”.
McGuire has consulted with hundreds of companies in the Settlement industry and will be tasked with
accelerating their adoption of Title iO products and services, and growing the Title iO sales presence.
About Title iOTM
Title iO is a Salt Lake City-based technology company that provides escrow and title settlement companies solutions to help
with every step of the process. Title iO helps RES professionals integrate the products they already use, automate recurrent
tasks, securely share sensitive documents, and create and assign to-do lists to ensure accuracy and organization throughout
the escrow and title settlement process. Title iO connects GreenFolders and other leading title production systems to Cloud
services and on-premise software applications.
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